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Abstract—As a straightforward consequence of advances in
the Internet of Things (IoT), location-based service (LBS)
applications have been pervasive in our daily lives. Nevertheless,
since those LBS applications will continuously collect and dis-
close users’ location data, major concerns on privacy leakage
are raised. Aiming at the challenge, in this article, we first build
up a detect module (DM) and employ it to investigate more than
80% of LBS applications are keen on tracking users. Then, to
thwart the threats from those LBS applications, we exploit the
deceptive dummy techniques and design a dummy-based loca-
tion privacy preserving scheme, named dummy location provider
(DLP), which comprises three algorithms, namely, Spread, Shift,
and Switch. Specifically, Spread and Shift are in charge of gen-
erating deceptive dummies and trajectories. And with Switch,
users’ real locations are replaced with dummy trajectories before
being submitted to LBS applications. As a result, users can not
only prevent applications from accessing location data arbitrar-
ily, but also avoid being questioned by applications in terms of
honesty. Furthermore, to guarantee necessary functions of LBS,
DLP offers customizable privacy-preserving strategies for users,
which can achieve flexible location data usage control. Finally,
our DLP can also attain achievable and effortless deployment
over smart devices. Detailed security analysis indicates that DLP
resists inference attacks even facing skeptical applications. In
addition, for performance evaluation, a DLP application (DLPA)
is developed on the Android platform and tested in the real envi-
ronment, and the extensive experimental results demonstrate that
the DLPA is indeed effective and high efficiency in practice.

Index Terms—Dummy location provider (DLP), location
privacy preservation, location-based service (LBS), smart device
security.
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Fig. 1. Conceptual architecture of LBS services and queries.

I. INTRODUCTION

LOCATION-BASED SERVICE (LBS), which accesses
users’ location data to provide various personalized

information, has brought great convenience to people in a
variety of contexts, including navigation, advertising, social
network, etc. Nevertheless, when users enjoy the benefits from
LBS-enabled applications, their location privacy has also been
threatened. As Fig. 1 depicts, in traditional LBS queries, users’
accurate locations are submitted to LBS providers via applica-
tions. Thus, the real-time geographical data that users provide
can be easily collected by LBS providers and applications.
Unfortunately, the data is strongly correlated to users’ privacy,
since it can be easily used to infer users’ personal information,
such as identities, home addresses, mobile tracks, and so on.
Eventually, leakages of location data may cause computer-
assisted crime [1]–[3], worse still, it can do harm on users’
property and lives [4]–[6].

To thwart the privacy threats from the source, OS developers
of smart devices have attempted to restrict LBS applications’
location data abuse by introducing permission architecture,
i.e., applications should request corresponding permissions
while assessing users’ location data. However, the permission
architecture has been proved to be a rough strategy [7]–[9]
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for users’ location privacy preservation due to the follow-
ing facts: 1) applications can refuse to provide LBS when
permission requests are denied [10], which places users in a
dilemma of whether to protect their location privacy or access-
ing expected LBS; 2) applications always apply for superfluous
high-level permissions to collect unnecessary precise geo-
graphical information [11], for instance, although weather
applications can definitely perform forecasts with cities or dis-
tricts, they are still greedy about users’ accurate locations; and
3) applications tend to make every attempt to stay alive, which
makes it possible to constantly track devices [12], e.g., users
need social media applications invoking location data when
posting only, but applications are capable of recording loca-
tions even in background services. As a result, the permission
model cannot fully satisfy the requirement of protecting users’
location privacy, since applications still track users precisely
and continuously.

In recent years, various location data preserving schemes
have also been proposed [13]–[17], including anonymity,
obfuscation, dummy-based schemes, etc. Specifically,
anonymity schemes protect one specific user’s location by
providing requests from multiple users in simultaneous LBS
sessions, in which additional servers and suspicious partici-
pants need to be introduced. Obfuscation schemes deliberately
reduce the precision of coordinates to preserve location data,
which can hardly strike a balance between functional LBS and
location privacy due to coordinates coarsened or transformed.
Dummy-based schemes generate dummy locations and send
both dummies and real locations in service requests, resulting
in the following issues: 1) the generation of dummies will
bring extra computation costs, and queries with such dummies
also lead to communication costs increase and 2) it is nearly
impossible for any LBS application to provide services
for users who simultaneously present numerous locations,
e.g., a navigation app can get confused if multiple starting
points are used to generate one real-time route. More than
aforementioned limitations, proposed the location privacy
schemes are lack of effectiveness while facing skeptical
LBS applications in practice. Because for one thing, when
applications detect users submitting irrational coordinates,
they can question users’ honesty and suspend LBS. For
another, despite mentioned mechanisms, applications may
still infer users’ real locations from collected data.

In this article, aiming at tackling the challenges men-
tioned above, we propose a novel dummy-based location
privacy-preserving (DLP) scheme, featured with the follow-
ing properties: 1) adopting deceptive dummy techniques, DLP
can provide spatially continuous dummies (trajectories) to mis-
lead applications and dispel their suspicion on users, which
achieves protecting location privacy under inference attacks
from skeptical applications; 2) DLP offers finer-grained and
flexible location data access control, which is able to balance
location privacy protection and functioned LBS; and 3) DLP
is a system solution which equipped with features of easily-
installing, low consumption, and requiring no coordination
on LBS providers, platforms or trusted third parties (TTPs).
Specifically, the contributions of this article are summarized
threefold.

1) For investigating how LBS applications abusing location
data, we build a detecting module (DM) on the Android
platform to perform the pursuance of applications’ invo-
cation on locations. With DM, we analyze 50 hottest
mobile applications by testing their location data usage.

2) To protect users from privacy infringement, we propose
the DLP scheme with three core algorithms. Specifically,
DLP generates deceptively unreal location data (dum-
mies) with the Spread algorithm. When third-party LBS
applications (adversaries) are detected invoking location
data, DLP can intercept location-related methods. Then
DLP constructs spatially continuous dummy paths in the
Shift algorithm, and finally, such data will be deployed
to hijacked methods via the Switch algorithm.

3) We develop the DLP application (DLPA), which is able
to protect users’ privacy in stand-alone mode, or run
with our optional server-side dummies provider. In sim-
ulation and performance evaluation, different categories
of LBS applications are involved, and the experiments
demonstrate DLPA runs efficiently.

The remainder of this article is structured as follows. In
Section II, we recur how applications reach location data in
LBS and build up DM to analyze popular applications. Then
we formalize the system model, adversaries model, and our
basic ideas in Section III. Section IV details the location
privacy-preserving scheme, as well as the exhaustive design
of DLP. Section V presents several experiments and evalua-
tions of such mechanism. Finally, we describe some related
work in Section VI and draw the conclusion in Section VII.

II. LBS MECHANISM AND ANALYSIS

In this section, we first describe how applications reach loca-
tion data in LBS, then build the DM to analyze the extent
of the abuse of location data, and finally show that LBS
applications are greedy to users’ location data.

A. LBS Mechanism Over Smart Devices

In this section, we select the Android location service as the
representative location architecture [18], [19], with which we
can introduce the mechanism of how OS empowers applica-
tions to access location data. In the Android location service,
LocationManager is the central component and entry class,
which can be directly accessed by LBS applications. Under
LocationManager, LocationProvider class plays the role of
providing geographic location data concretely. Specifically,
when applications need to reach users’ last known locations or
request an update of location data, LocationManager should
first be invoked. Then, the entry class will require query-
ing for the list of LocationProvider. Finally, three providers
are employed to get the physical locations indeed, and each
provider involves different sets of criteria for service.

1) GPS Location Provider determines locations using satel-
lites, which is able to provide high-accuracy locations,
but GPS has limitations of requiring a substantial amount
of time to get locations and could not work properly
where the clear sky is not available [20].
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TABLE I
CHINESE APP STORE RANKING (FEBRUARY 25TH, 2021)

2) Network Location Provider is based on availability of
cell tower and Wi-Fi access points which retrieve results
by means of network lookup, thus devices must be con-
nected to cell towers or in range of Wi-Fi networks. With
such a provider, devices are able to process expeditious
but inaccurate location determination.

3) Passive Provider is utilized to passively receive loca-
tion updates when other applications or services have
requested it.

B. LBS Applications Analysis

According to our research of the LBS mechanism, when-
ever any application try to reach location data, it has to
invoke location-related methods from LocationManager and
LocationProvider classes. Hence, to analyze applications’
abuse of location data, we can: 1) record the invoking pro-
cedures; 2) infer the invoker applications; and 3) demonstrate
applications’ location data usage. To that end, we build up DM.
In particular, first, when location-related methods are invoked
by any applications, the context of such methods will first be
recorded by DM. Then, DM involves AndroidAppHelper, an
extending Object class from the Android system, to analyze
grabbed context and reference the information of correspond-
ing applications. Therefore, the very application which invokes
location-related methods are exposed. Finally, DM reports the
timestamps and invoker applications of invoking procedures.
As the outcome, DM can estimate the frequency of location
data collecting by each application, which significantly con-
tributes on demonstrating the extent of applications’ location
data abusing.

In the experiment, we select 50 applications to investigate
their location data usage. Specifically, we select the most uni-
versal Android applications markets [21] as Table I presents,
and totally pick up 143 top downloaded applications from
them and Google Play Store. By cross-comparing these appli-
cations, 50 most frequently appearing applications in all five
markets are extracted and divided by functions into six groups.
Apparently, the applications chosen in our research possess
high market share and cover sufficient categories, it is a ratio-
nal argument that they represent the most popular applications
worldwide.

By detecting and logging applications’ location-related
methods invoking status in 24 h, we draw the conclusion
in Fig. 2(a). The result indicates that 41 of the 50 applica-
tions request location data in background services. To depict
the frequency of detected applications invoking location data
(invoking location data times per 24 h), we classify them into
five groups through accumulate statistics: 1) undetected (0);

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2. Analysis on chosen applications. (a) Applications classification and
detection. (b) Location data invoking frequency.

2) slight ([1,10]); 3) normal ([11,100]); 4) frequent ([101,
1000]); and 5) greed ( more than 1000), which illustrates in
Fig. 2(b).

To draw the conclusion, closer inspection of the detection
results indicates that the majority of such universal applica-
tions require location data. Even worse, some applications
show their fanaticism on users’ privacy by frequently tracking
devices in both foreground and background services. From our
detecting statistics, it is apparent that applications’ are greedy
for location data, resulting in users suffering from the risk of
privacy leakage.

III. MODELS AND BASIC IDEAS

As mentioned, it is proved that applications are greedy and
full of curiosity about location data, thus they are deemed
as adversaries. In order to prevent adversaries from reaching
users’ locations continuously, DLP is proposed as users’ loca-
tion privacy-preserving instrument, which is designed to cover
the real data with deceptive dummy techniques. In this sec-
tion, we formalize the system model of location preservation
at first, then introduce the adversaries which represent location
data collecting applications, finally provide the basic idea and
motivation of our solution, DLP.

A. System Model

In the system model, three entities are taken into con-
sideration: 1) smart devices users; 2) lbs applications and
providers; and 3) location privacy-preserving services, we
illustrate them in Fig. 3. Assuming that each user is equipped
with smart devices, which present location data to applica-
tions and providers for LBS. Meanwhile, when users decide
to protect location data from malicious applications, location
privacy-preserving services will be introduced. Hence, users’
precise coordinates can be protected.

1) Smart Devices and Users: Nowadays, users are sur-
rounded with many and varied forms of smart devices, for
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Fig. 3. System model under consideration.

instance, smartphones, wearable gears, intelligent cars, etc.
Generally, smart devices are applied to provide specific data
for users to request sorts of convenient services from services
providers, including devices-installed-applications or cloud
services providers.

2) LBS Applications and Providers: To fulfill requirements
under sophisticated and diverse situations, profuse LBS appli-
cations and providers have emerged. On the one hand, most
of the applications can solely provide services with locations,
e.g., navigation applications can locate users or plan routes
when devices are offline. On the other hand, sorts of appli-
cations also require corporation and coordination with LBS
providers. For instance, weather applications send users’ loca-
tions to weather providers for retrieving weather forecast.
Indeed, although locations are indispensably required for LBS,
some malicious applications and providers may go to great
lengths to force users to submit locations at anytime and
in anywhere. As a result, users’ location data can be easily
collected and their privacy will be exposed.

3) Location Privacy-Preserving Services: When users need
to protect their location data from applications and providers,
location privacy-preserving services will be deployed. In gen-
eral, location privacy-preserving services can be divided into
local and server types. Specifically, the former ones deal pro-
tecting procedures via modules or applications installed on
smart devices. In contrast, the latter ones require server-side
supporting, i.e., they are TTPs relayed types. In a word, with
whichever privacy-preserving services, location data will be
disposed before being submitted. As a result, applications and
providers will essentially grab processed data. Note that we
will only focus on thwarting the threats from applications in
this article, since it is applications that directly collect loca-
tions from smart devices, despite the fact that both of LBS
applications and providers can be considered as adversaries.

B. Adversaries Model

1) Applications’ Capabilities: Assuming that applications
tend to gather users’ real locations, which is sustained both
in foreground and background services. To achieve this
goal, applications will: 1) bind all services to location data;

2) request finer coordinates in all situations; and 3) locate
devices when running in background. In other words, appli-
cations may refuse to provide services when location data
requests are denied, or coarse coordinates are provided only, or
background invoking failed. When mentioned conditions are
all met and applications can reach location data as pleases,
they will go even further to verify the reliability of gath-
ered coordinates. Specifically, when: 1) data are not satisfied
with basic LBS requirements, for instance, multiple locations
are provided in the same LBS session by one user; 2) gath-
ered coordinates are not spatially continuous, e.g., users are
detected moving from Beijing to New York City in a second;
and 3) applications find users providing unreasonable locations
like top of the Mount Everest, applications may question users’
honesty and suspend LBS.

2) Adversaries Definition: Applications are classified into
three types according to users’ needs.

1) Applications which users need their functional LBS on
foreground services but refuse them to use LBS in back-
ground services, i.e., users allow such applications to
precisely position devices on foreground services only.

2) Applications which assumed to be irrelevant or have low
correlation with LBS, hence no real location data should
be permitted to them.

3) Applications which are trusted and wished to locate
devices at any moment, like SOS applications. Hence,
the first ones can be defined as semi-trusted adversaries,
the second ones are defined as mistrusted adversaries,
and the last ones are trusted applications.

C. Basic Ideas

Based upon our system model and adversaries model, to
inhibit adversaries from gathering users’ locations, as well as
meeting users’ necessity, we establish DLP on the following
principles.

1) Deceptive: As mentioned, adversaries would refuse to
provide services when failed on invoking required locations.
Moreover, they would also question users’ honesty when gath-
ered coordinates are suspicious. Therefore, a fundamental goal
of DLP is misleading adversaries.

1) To fulfill adversaries’ requirements on location data
invoking, dummies are introduced to be presented to
them. DLP should allow adversaries to access high-
precision coordinates under any circumstances.

2) To reassure adversaries, it is obliged to prevent the
occurrence of unreasonable coordinates and spatially
discontinuous paths. Thus, DLP should feed only sin-
gle dummies to particular adversaries in individual
LBS sessions. Meanwhile, semantic information related
and spatially continuous dummies and trajectories are
supposed to be generated and deployed

2) Customizable: DLP should restrict adversaries from
reaching users’ locations with disparate granularity and
customizable strategy. Specifically, certain applications are
defined as different adversaries and deployed with respective
privacy strategies.

1) Semi-trusted adversaries’ are applications set to gather
real location coordinates at foreground on users’
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Fig. 4. DLP overview.

demand, but receive dummy locations while providing
background services. Accordingly, semi-trusted adver-
saries’ LBS will be guaranteed when running in fore-
ground.

2) Mistrusted adversaries are only provided with dummies,
it is intractable for them to reverse users’ location data if
dummies were generated with no limits. However, users
may require mistrusted adversaries providing coarse
LBS with low accuracy coordinates, hence dummies
near real locations are preferred.

3) Achievable: DLP is designed to be an achievable stand-
alone user-facing tool. In particular, the DLPA is needed to
be constructed and tested on smart devices. Meanwhile, to
avoid the participation of suspicious TTPs, DLP should be able
to provide location privacy-preserving services independently.
Finally, the energy consumption and communication cost of
which are supposed to be maintained at a lower level.

IV. OUR PROPOSED DLP

In this section, we propose and detail the designment
of DLP, which mainly consists of the following phases, as
Fig. 4 illustrated: 1) DLP initialization and dummies generat-
ing; 2) dummy trajectories construction; and 3) location data
deployment. Correspondingly, DLP adopts three algorithms
as core parts, Spread, Shift, and Switch. Specifically, Spread
is implemented to generate dummy locations, Shift indicates
how to modify dummy locations’ coordinates for trajectories
construction, and Switch provides such trajectories for both
background and foreground adversaries.

A. DLP Initialization and Dummies Generating

When DLP activates in the initialization, a complete scan
on installed applications will first be implemented, thus LBS
applications are enumerated for users to deal with the adversaries
classification. Then, as Table II presents, four initial parameters
t, n, k, and α are defined by users. Finally, shown in Fig. 5, the

TABLE II
NOTIONS OF INITIALIZATION AND Spread

Fig. 5. Generate dummies via Spread in local type.

DLPA will segment map into blocks with k meters as sides,
and restore such pregenerated blocks for upcoming phases.

When Spread generates dummies, it will first determine
which block Bip covers users’ real locations. Then users should
designate the dummies generator in either local or server type.
Finally, the corresponding generator will output dummies as
follows.

1) When local type is selected, the DLPA will provide dum-
mies with users’ real locations and random vectors, illus-
trated in Fig. 5. Such procedures can be independently
operated by DLPA, which means it can preserve location
privacy without server-side collaboration.

2) Relatively, if server is assigned, it provides points
of interests (POIs)-based dummies in the current
block. POIs are consist of four components that
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Fig. 6. POI restored in Atree.

are: 1) geographic coordinates; 2) semantic coordi-
nates; 3) semantic names; and 4) classifications. For
instance, 40◦45′28.7′′N 73◦59′08.0′′W/ Manhattan, NY,
USA/ Times Square/Attractions, Square. In this work,
we use POIs to classify and restore semantic coor-
dinates, together with an attribute-based hierarchical
tree (ATree), as Fig. 6 indicates. Hence, users’ geo-
graphic coordinates will first be converted into semantic-
information-included POIs, and other POIs with the
same or similar attributes are also available. Then the
server generates a set, in which n coordinates in current
block are included. During the generating process, POIs
which contain same or similar attributes with users’ POIs
are mostly preferred. However, it is possible that quan-
tities of required POIs are not desirable, or even worse,
the total number of POIs in the blocks could not meet
the requirement. To deal with it, stochastic coordinates
will also be generated till coordinates in the collection
meet the requirement as n. Finally, a random choice is
applied to the coordinates collection, with which we are
able to get a dummy POI in range of the current block,
and masked LBS can be provided with such a dummy.

B. Dummies Trajectories Construction

With the given outset and destination, Shift is designed to
generate sets of dummy locations for constructing virtual tra-
jectories, which are devoted to imitate patterns of human beings
movement and mislead adversary that users are moving from
one position to another. To describe Shift, we give a description
of notations in Table III, as well as more details below.

As mentioned, dummies generated by Spread can be divided
into local and server types. Correspondingly, Shift also con-
structs two sorts of trajectories.

Algorithm 1 shows how DLPA constructs trajectories in
local mode.

1) As the first step, according to a outset PO0 and des-
tination PD0, the algorithm will calculate the distance
between the first outset PO0 and destination PD0 as the
initial d00 .

TABLE III
NOTIONS OF Shift

Algorithm 1 Shift
Input:

p = 0, time t,
outset dummy position POi,
first dummy position PNi0 = POi,
destination dummy position PDi.

Output:
Current dummy trajectories Trai ,constructed by PNip
while p �= t − 1 do

count distance dip between PDi and PNip ;
count radius rip = dip/(t − p)

set up circle Oip with center PNip and rip
pick up random PNip+1 in Oip
p + 1

end while

2) Generally, the algorithm is designed to imitate a virtual
human that move on a virtual trajectory in t seconds,
according to users’ assignments in DLP initialization.
Hence, the algorithm will generate t dummy locations to
construct such a trajectory. For generating each dummy
PNip+1 , we first set up circle Oip using dip/(t − p) as
radius and PNip as center. In such circle Oip , a 120◦

circle sector will be set with median
−−−−−→
PNip PDi. Finally,

we pick up a random point as PNip+1 in the sector. The
process iterative until p = t and PNip has the same coor-
dinate as PDi. Shift is not only effective for immobile
users, but also performs competently on facing moving
users by updating both POi and PDi, as the algorithm
is illustrated in Fig. 7.

3) As the sets of dummy locations have been generated,
we return them to location-related methods by time. Also
shown in Fig. 7, when DLP detects adversaries invoking
locations at time t1, t2, and t3, it will report dummies
PNi1 , PNi2 , and PNi3 , respectively.

By contrast, when server type is selected, trajectories will be
built up based on the street map information. DLP server will
first find a road between outset PO0 and destination PD0 using
the street map. Then the server computes the distance d00 of
this road, and t-1 points in this road will be equidistantly deter-
mined. Hence, a virtual trajectory is created under real-world
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Fig. 7. Dummy trajectory constructed by Shift.

Fig. 8. Dummy trajectories deployed by Switch.

constraints, which presents a simulation of a human being
shifting from PO0 to PD0 in t seconds.

C. Dummies Deployment

When adversaries are detected invoking location methods,
DLP will replace real location data by dummies, we define
such operations as deployment, shown in Algorithm 2. First,
DLP maintains a particular background service which calls
on and restores users’ physical location data with a fixed
time. According to users’ coordinates, DLP can generate sets
of dummy locations by Spread, then produces masqueraded
paths through Shift, as shown in Fig. 8. Finally, Switch deploy
dummies trajectories to meet the needs under various cir-
cumstances, which can be classified into the Generation, the
Recovery, and the Transformation. For better describing the
algorithm, notations are listed in Table IV.

1) Generation: In order to answer the call from mistrusted
adversaries or when semi-trusted adversaries moving from
foreground to background services, the Generation implements
trajectories’ construction and deployment in sequence. Such
operation imitates that users’ are moving from their physical
locations to the Spread-generated dummies.

2) Recovery: In the situation of Recovery, current dummy
locations are set as the outset, while user’s physical location
coordinates PDn representing the destination. Trajectories con-
structed with such processes should be expressed when the
semi-trusted adversary swapping from background services to
foreground. In such process, an additional parameter α ∈ [0, 1]
should be determined by the user, which make it possible to
adjust the final coordinates represented to semi-trust adver-
saries. Specifically, adversaries can obtain users’ real locations
PDns when α = 1, on the contrary, the final coordinates
will depart from PDns while α tending to 0. Meanwhile,
different ts are applied to various adversaries, for instance,

TABLE IV
NOTIONS OF Switch

navigation applications need precise coordinates immediately
when services come to foreground, but social applications need
no urgent coordinates services, thus users should set distinct
ts for corresponding adversaries.

3) Transformation: As for the Transformation, we assume
that users can switch adversaries’ conditions whenever nec-
essary, and their physical positions are under an unsteady
state.

While applications status changing, we take the following
situations into consideration.

1) When semi-trusted adversaries are swapped to the back-
ground, or when a background-running application is
defined as a mistrusted adversary, Switch should deploy
trajectories constructed in the Generation phase to them.

2) Correspondingly, a Recovery trajectory will be deployed
to the new foreground semi-trusted adversary, or when
a mistrusted adversary regains trust from the user.

As for users hold in moving state, Switch will preserve
dynamic starting points POis and destinations PDis and con-
tinuously update them for both Generation and Recovery
trajectories’ construction. For instance, DLP first constructs
a trajectory at time Ti for a new background semi-trusted
adversary, and since then it simulates user’s movement from
real location UTi to PSTi as the Generation, in other words,−−−−−−→
POTiPDTi = −−−−→

UTiPSTi . Then, at time Ti+x, if DLP detects that
the user has moved to UTi+x , the algorithm will produce a
trajectory from current dummy PNBTix

to newly generated

dummy PSTi+x . Finally, the trajectory
−−−−−−−−→
PBTi PBTi+x+t can be

expressed by
−−−−−−→
UTi PNBTix

+ −−−−−−−−→
PNBTix

PSTi+x , as shown in Fig. 8.

Otherwise, the generated path will only comprise
−−−−→
UTi PSTi , if

the user stays still. Similarly, users’ real location UTis will be
taken as destinations for Recovery trajectories, and dummies
should be generated to gradually approaching the final UTi .

D. Security Analysis

Following the Adversaries Model, applications may
continuously invoke location data and verify the reliabil-
ity of gathered coordinates. To prevent applications from
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Algorithm 2 Switch
Input:

X, Y, Ti, TS, t, PSTi , user’s real location list UT .
Output:

Position list DLP send to background applications, PBT .
Position list DLP send to foreground applications, PFT .

1: Before TS : X = XF, Y = YB, PFTi = UTi

2: if UTi �= UTi−1 then
3: PBTi = PSTi ;
4: end if
5: if UTi = UTi−1 then
6: PBTi = PBTi−1 ;
7: end if
8: When TS : XF→XB, YB→YF
9: ShiftXF→XB (p, t, POTi = UTi , PDTi = PBTi )

10: ShiftYB→YF (p, t, POTi = PBTi , PDTi = UTi)
11: After TS : X = XB, Y = YF
12: if UTi �= UTi−1 then
13: Break ShiftXF→XB, ShiftYB→YF

14: while PBTi �= PSTi do
15: Shift (p, t, POTi = PNBTip

, PDTi = PSTi )
16: PBTi = PNBTip

17: end while
18: while PNFTip

�= UTi do
19: Shift (p, t, POTi = PNFTip

, PDTi = UTi )
20: PFTi = PNFTip

21: end while
22: end if
23: if UTi = UTi−1 then
24: while PNBTip

�= PSTi do
25: PBTi = PNBTip

26: end while
27: while PNTip

�= UTi do
28: PFTi = PNFTip

29: end while
30: end if

constantly tracking users, DLP first feeds modified coordinates
to both mistrusted and background running semi-trusted adver-
saries. Therefore, DLP can fully satisfy adversaries’ invocation
requirements and prevent adversaries from accessing real loca-
tions, i.e., tracking-based attack is resisted in our proposed
scheme. In addition, DLP generates POI-based high-precision
dummies and constructs dummy trajectories to mislead adver-
saries that users are moving as normal human beings. As a
result, users will not be questioned on honesty. Moreover, DLP
is able to preserve location privacy without server-side col-
laboration, hence our mechanism is also jamming [22] and
colluding attacks resistance.

Even though DLP applies privacy protection against varied
adversaries and attacks, skeptical applications may suppose
that users adopt location privacy-preserving measures by
default, in other words, they will still try to expose users’ real
locations through the collected data. Hence, it is necessary
for us to focus on defending inference attacks. Academically,
entropy is widely prevalent to measure the randomness degree
of privacy-preserving mechanisms [23], [24], i.e., processed

(a) (b)

Fig. 9. Inference entropy raising. (a) Inference area expanding. (b) Dummies
increasing.

data gets harder to be revealed when protector systems achieve
higher entropy. In this work, we also adopt entropy to represent
the uncertainty of DLP-generated dummies and the opportu-
nity of adversaries inferring users’ physical coordinates. For
adversaries, they grab and analyze users location data in differ-
ent degrees, thus various inference attacks may be processed.
Essentially, we classify inference attacks into two types.

Normally, adversaries can first assume that the user’s real
location is in an approximate area Sa, for instance, a 1000-m2

area. Then the adversary will try to infer where the user
actually is in the presumptive Sa, along with accessing a
range Sh as the definition of the precise location. Finally,
if the adversary gets the users’ real location with an area
Sh that is small enough to expose users’ precise coordinate,
for instance, 10 m2, we define it as a successful inference
attack. In such procedures, it is a rational argument for us
to postulate that adversaries have to establish the certain area
Sa via grabbed historical location data. In our scheme, dum-
mies are provided in blocks, hence adversaries are able to
depict the shape and central point of such blocks when loca-
tions are tremendously accumulated. As a result, the particular
block will be considered as the inferring area Sa. Therefore,
to compute the entropy, the possibility for adversaries infer-
ring Sh can be denoted by pi = Sh/Sa, which holds the sum
of all probabilities equal to 1. Aiming to achieve maximum
entropy

Hmax = −
k∑

i=1

pi × log2 pi

the random coordinates in our scheme are equiprobably cho-
sen, hence Hmax positively correlates with Sa as illustrated in
Fig. 9(a). In other words, the entropy H rises when block size
expands, because the H reaches superior value when Sh/Sa

gets lower. That is, when the initial parameter k increases
and inferring area Sa correspondingly expands, adversaries will
find it more arduous to perform precise inference attack. As
for users’ route inferring, when a user shifts in various blocks,
adversaries are not able to reveal the actual trajectories with
a small range of Sa, which excludes real coordinates. On the
contrary, when Sa contains both real and dummy locations, the
maximum entropy Hmax are computed with Pi = (Sh/Sa)

n,
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where n denotes the number of dummy locations in such
routes, thus the entropy of users’ routes can be denoted with

Hroute = −
k∑

i=1

(Sh/Sa)
n × log2(Sh/Sa)

n

as Fig. 9(b) depicts.
However, some adversaries may also assume that users are

actually providing real locations together with dummies, hence
the initial parameter n, which represents quantities of dummies
in each blocks, will play another important role in computing
entropy. Under such a circumstance, adversaries will finally
collect n dummies in a specific block, in other words, they
always have a probability pi = 1/n to reveal users’ real loca-
tions in single attacks. Therefore, when facing such inferences,
the entropy will be

Hroute = −
k∑

i=1

1/n × log2 1/n.

DLP can apply better protection with larger initial parameter
ns. Moreover, adversaries may be also equipped with seman-
tic map information, i.e., they can convert grabbed geographic
locations to POIs, which significantly contributes on raising
the accuracy of inference attacks. Specifically, DLP will ran-
domly generate dummies when the quantities of POIs in blocks
do not meet the requirement of n. As a result, some of such
dummies may be unreasonable and irrational, which may be
get rid of by adversaries with high probability. Assuming that
adversaries have removed m dummies in a specific block, their
successful chance on guessing the real location will increase to
pi = 1/(n − m), as a result, the entropy will correspondingly
decrease, as follows:

Hroute = −
k∑

i=1

1/(n − m) × log21/(n − m).

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we first describe the implementation detail
of proposed DLP. Then, we focus on the performance of our
scheme in terms of availability. Finally, to measure the scheme
efficiency, two metrics are considered, including computation
cost and communication overhead.

A. DLP Implementation

In order to measure the performance of the scheme, we
implement the DLPA for Android-powered devices, a server-
side dummies provider, and an additional test carrier (TC)
application.

1) Implementation Environment: In the construction of
DLPA and the server-side dummies provider, we implement
the application on a smartphone with 2.3-GHz 4-core pro-
cessor and 2-GB RAM, which carries Android Oreo OS. In
addition, a PC with 2.0-GHz 6-core processor and 16-GB
RAM is chosen to set up our server and database. As for
logging and debugging, we bring a laptop with a 1.6-GHz
CPU and 8-GB RAM into service, and the Android Studio is
chosen as our main IDE.

Fig. 10. DLPA workflow.

2) DLP Design: The DLPA is primarily in charge of loca-
tion data collecting and location-related methods interception.
Besides, the application will also generate dummies using
grabbed location data and separated blocks. And the most
important is, it should deploy dummies to adversaries, includ-
ing mistrusted and semi-trusted ones. Correspondingly, the
server-side dummies provider will continuously gather users’
coordinates via the DLPA. Then the provider can produce
dummies and trajectories using grabbed coordinates, road map
and POI information.

3) DLPA Architecture and Workflow: As Fig. 10 indi-
cates, the DLPA is mainly constructed with the following five
modules.

1) In Location interceptor, Locator retrieves users’ loca-
tions in a constant frequency, hence other services and
modules can conveniently reach users’ locations. When
the Location interceptor detects location-related methods
invoking, it should immediately suspends such methods
requests and trace the invoker applications.

2) With the detail information about the location-related
methods invocator applications, the Judge module can
tell the adversary classification of such applications. If
the applications are accused as semi-trusted adversaries,
their running status should also be reported.

3) Basically, the Geographic provider is in charge of gen-
erating blocks and distinguish the specific block that
users currently in. Meanwhile, if the server type is
selected, the server-side dummies provider will prepare
and restore available POIs in Atree.

4) Based on users’ real-time locations, separated blocks,
and geographic data in varied forms (including POIs
and street map information, only necessary when TTPs
are required), Dummy generator can produce sorts of
dummies and dummy trajectories using Spread and Shift,
mentioned in Section IV.

5) When hijacked location-related methods are invoked by
mistrusted or background-running semi-trusted adver-
saries, the Deployment module should modify the meth-
ods and inject dummies via the Switch algorithm.

Beyond mentioned description, there are still few issues that
merit attention occurred in the implementation of DLPA and
server-side dummies provider. First of all, to make sure that
the DLPA can provide dummies and trajectories immediately,
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(a) (b)

Fig. 11. Implementation of the DLPA. (a) Adversaries list. (b) Detailed
reports.

sorts of services and modules are designed to run perma-
nently in the background. For instance, the Locator service,
Geographic provider, Dummy generator, etc. Besides, in the
process of building up the DLPA, the PassiveProvider should
be banned in order to make our scheme colluding attack resis-
tant. Finally, note that DLPA is designed to construct dummies
and trajectories without POIs or street map information, since
smart devices can hardly satisfy the requirements for support-
ing the DLPA working independently in terms of storage and
computing power.

4) DLPA and TC Implementation:
1) Illustrated in Fig. 11(a), DLPA detects location data

required applications and enumerates to users at first.
Meanwhile, adversaries’ states are also reported to users
in this activity. When users click on listed adversaries,
the location data calling records of corresponding appli-
cation will be detailed, as Fig. 11(b) shows. In addition,
users can also define the application in various adversary
types.

2) TC is mainly integrated with the location recording
function, i.e., it locates devices and reports real-time
locations reached by applications in both foreground and
background. Therefore, relying on TC, we can verify
whether DLPA is succussed on hijacking and modify-
ing location-related methods. Besides, TC is adjustable
in terms of status and frequency, so users can define TC
as different types of adversaries and set TC to record
locations once per 3 or 10 s.

B. DLP Effectiveness

To validate the effectiveness of our proposed scheme,
we test DLP in terms of dummies generating and deploy-
ment. Specifically: 1) we first install DLPA and TC on the
same Android-powered device; 2) then TC is defined as
both mistrusted and semi-trusted adversaries in DLPA, so we
can record locations reached by TC; and 3) by comparing

Fig. 12. Test on scheme availability.

users’ real locations and the output of TC, we demonstrate
the availability of our scheme under all the situations. In
addition, the experiment is conducted under real-world con-
straints in Xi’an, China, and involved POIs can be accessed
in public databases [25]. The experiment is detailed in the
following.

1) As shown in Fig. 12, we set an immobile device at
location 0. The parameters t, n, k, and α for DLPA are
defined as 600, 1000, 2000, and 1, respectively.

2) When we turn the trusted application TC to a mis-
trusted adversary, the location reported by TC shows
conspicuous change. According to the locations pro-
vided by TC, we draw a trajectory from Location 0
to Location 1, that is Trajectory 0. Trajectory 0 indi-
cates that DLPA successfully generates dummys, hijacks
the mistrusted adversary TC, and modifies location data
invoking procedures.

3) Redefining TC as a semi-trusted adversary, Trajectory 1
illustrates that DLP can recognize the foreground run-
ning semi-trusted adversary and correspondingly provide
Recovery trajectories.

4) When execution of Recovery completes and TC is able
to report Location 0 again, we swapping the semi-
trusted adversary to background, leading to DLP deploys
another Spread trajectory, as Trajectory 2 indicates.

5) Finally, to verify the universality of DLP, we make the
test on applications which are detected location invok-
ing from Section II. The result indicates that all of the
41 apps are hijacked when location requests detected
and dummies are deployed in perspective, detailed in
the Appendix.

To draw the conclusion, DLP accesses deceptive against
skeptical adversaries, since high precision and semantic
information related dummies are generated and deployed to
reassure adversaries. Meanwhile, DLP also attains disparate
granularity and customizable strategy on restricting adversaries
from reaching users’ locations. For adversaries in varied types
and running status, DLP can provide dummies and trajecto-
ries with respective privacy strategies. Hence, it is an rational
expectation that DLP works effectively to protect mobile users’
location privacy and achieves our design goal in Section III-C.

C. Energy Consumption

Owing to the requirements of detecting and hijacking
location-based methods invoking from adversaries, the DLPA
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Fig. 13. DLP energy consumption. (a) Cost when the DLPA activated, compared with application deactivated. (b) Cost of the DLPA while hijacking
mistrusted and semi-trusted adversary. (c) Energy consumption increase due to mistrusted adversaries invoking frequencies rise. (d) Energy consumption
increase due to semi-trusted adversaries invoking frequencies rise. (e) Energy consumption increase due to the DLPA requests dummies from the server.
(f) Scheme comparison.

maintains permanently background services, thus its energy
cost should be taken into consideration. We set up an experi-
ment on measuring such cost by shutting down unrelated appli-
cations but keeping adversaries and DLPA active. Recording
the battery usage per hour, results of such experiment can be
drawn in Fig. 13.

1) Consumption of DLPA Activation: First, when the appli-
cation runs in the background with no adversaries invok-
ing location data, the application only locates the device
in a constant frequency and generates dummies without
deployment, hence the energy cost of the application will be
maintained at a low level in such situation. Fig. 13(a) indi-
cates that in 12 h the device we used for evaluation costs 4%
of battery power in stand-by mode when the application is
at a standstill. By contrast, 4% more of the battery power
will be consumed by DLP in the same duration, which is
negligible.

2) Consumption of Interception: By setting up TC appli-
cations which call on location data continuously, we conduct
our next experiment on the DLPA’s energy cost while hook-
ing: 1) one mistrusted adversary and 2) one semi-trusted
adversary. Compared with deploying dummies and trajecto-
ries to mistrusted adversaries, the DLPA needs to perform
additional processes of judging running states while hijacking
semi-trusted adversaries, as a result the energy cost of the

DLPA increases successively. Illustrated in Fig. 13(b), the bat-
tery usage of our device comes to 9% after 12 h as a result
of the TC calling location data once per 10 s in background
service. Meanwhile, if we define the TC as a mistrusted adver-
sary in the DLPA and run the application together with TC,
the battery usage will rise to 20%. Furthermore, when the TC
was treated as a semi-trusted adversary, the usage will con-
tinuously grow up to 24%. Correspondingly, it is obvious that
the DLPA cost 11% and 15% of the power while hijacking
one mistrusted adversary and one semi-trusted adversary,
respectively.

3) Consumption of Interception With Higher Frequencies:
Then we describe how energy costs expand with adversaries’
location invoking increase. Specifically, we set two adversaries
which request location data once per 5 and 3 s, resulting in the
DLPA intercepting location methods and deploying dummies
more frequently. As Fig. 13(c) indicates, when the application
hijacks mistrusted adversaries in a lower frequency, it cost
13% of the battery in 12 h, however, the cost will move up to
15% due to adversaries requesting location data more often. In
addition, Fig. 13(d) illustrates that 16% and 21% of power are
used while hijacking two kinds of semi-trusted adversaries.

4) Consumption of Interception With Server-Side
Communication: Since our scheme consists of the DLPA and
server-side dummies provider, the communication between
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 14. DLP communication cost. (a) Internal communication cost.
(b) Client-server communication cost.

two components will also cause power usage increment. We
set a TC with the high location invoking frequency (once
per 3 s), and two types of dummies generating methods are
deployed successively. When the DLPA request dummies and
trajectories from the server, Fig. 13(e) demonstrates that the
additional battery cost in 12 h will come to 5%, compared
with generating by the application it own, due to the dummies
generating services of the DLPA will not stop even if the
server is unavailable.

To draw the conclusion, when DLP only works on mistrusted
adversaries, the energy cost is maintaining at a stable level,
because there is only one judging service that participates in
the working flow on background. Even though the engaging
of semi-trusted adversaries will slightly raise the battery cost,
such extra consumption is totally tolerable. Moreover, although
the quantity of background services remains unchanged, when
adversaries invoke location data more frequently or when the
application deploy dummies from the server instead of gener-
ating by itself, the higher cost will be taken. It is worth noting
that the fluctuation and modification of our initial parameters
cause negligible influences on the total energy cost. In addition,
we list the energy consumption of LP-Guardian [26] and Smart
Mask [27] in Fig. 13(f) as comparison.

D. Communication Cost

The representation of communication cost is mainly
expressed by query time increasing. As the procedures of

adversaries’ gathering devices’ coordinates are hijacked by the
DLPA, such steps implement additional communication cost.
When the application detects adversaries’ calling location-
related methods, intercepting processes will be activated. If
such invokers have been identified as mistrusted adversaries
or background-running semi-trusted adversaries, DLP would
request dummies and trajectories from the server-side dum-
mies provider, if necessary. Otherwise, the application should
deploy self-generated dummies. Hence, the experiment on
communication cost is divided into inspecting of internal delay
and client-server communication delay.

Specifically, to measure the communication cost in such
procedure, we select several applications from Section II as
experiment objects to compare query response latency when
the DLPA is activated and deactivated. Meanwhile, we also
set a TC as reference by using DLP to hijack its coordinates’
calling method. For TC is only equipped with locating function
and has no communication with server, such comparison is
able to express the communication cost of hooking processes
in a more intuitional way. Furthermore, the DLPA is set to
deploy dummies generated at local and received from the
server, as Fig. 14 illustrates.

As mistrusted adversaries have to invoke devices loca-
tion before requesting LBSs. However, the communication
cost of such invoking process can be decreased due to the
DLPA is able to return modified coordinates to mistrusted
adversaries directly, i.e., mistrusted adversaries can get mod-
ified coordinates faster than calling on users’ real location.
However, it takes additional steps for the application to judge
whether semi-trusted adversaries running on background or
foreground, which is consisting of four parts: 1) listing all
applications by running sequence; 2) getting last running appli-
cation; 3) judging whether it is the semi-trusted adversaries;
and 4) choosing results to return by last. Thus, the communica-
tion cost of DLP intercepting semi-trusted adversaries will be
higher than getting users’ real locations, just as Fig. 14(a) indi-
cates. Besides, the communication cost increases rapidly when
dummies are returned by the server-side dummies provider,
which is demonstrated in Fig. 14(b).

VI. RELATED WORK

There have been numbers of studies to preserve mobile
users’ location data, in this section, we review permissions
model and some existing related mechanisms.

A. Permission Model on Android

Google company designed the permission model as the cen-
tral point of the Android security architecture [28]. Android
applications must request permission to access sensitive user
data and certain system features. By default, no application
has permissions to perform any operation that would adversely
impact other applications, or the operating system, or the users.
However, in the first several years of Android, permissions
requests are only announced while applications installing, in
other words, users are not able to refuse or restrict applications
invoking sensitive data with permissions.

Taking such situation into consideration, a new permis-
sion model has been added in Android 6.0, where users
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TABLE V
FUNCTIONALITY COMPARISON

can directly manage application permissions at runtime. This
model gives users improved visibility and control over per-
missions, while streamlining the installation and auto-update
processes for applications developers. More specifically, any
application which requires permissions has to notify users, as
well as applying for such permissions in a pop-up window.
What’s more, users are able to grant or revoke permissions
individually for installed applications. To some extent, such a
permission control model has contained applications abusing
sensitive data. However, many unresolved challenges still exist
for users’ privacy data surveillance on the Android system. For
instance, under the current permission control model, appli-
cations can use applied permission any time once users have
allowed them, and some applications even provide no services
without permissions granted.

B. Location Privacy-Preserving Schemes

To protect users’ location privacy, numerous schemes have
been proposed, in which the k-Anonymity and the dummy-
based schemes are strongly correlated to our work.

In was in 2003 that Gruteser and Grunwald [29] first intro-
duced k-Anonymity into location privacy. The idea of which is
that any user should report a spatial and temporal cloaking area
containing not only his/her location but also k−1 locations of
other users, leading the specific user being indistinguishable
from other k − 1 users. The concept is so popular that several
approaches have been proposed based upon it to provide loca-
tion privacy. Among which CliqueCloak [30] was designed
to maintain LBS functional while preserving users’ privacy,
HiSC [31] aimed at balancing the anonymizing workload
among TTPs and smartphones, and CSKA [32] tried to reduce
the risk of exposure of users’ information in continuous LBS,
etc. Unfortunately, most of k-Anonymity works rely on TTPs
for cloaking regions generating and users anonymization,
such trusted infrastructures are unrealistic under real-world
constraints.

By means of generating several fake coordinates and
sending them with real location to LBS servers, dummy-
based methods can confuse adversaries without support of
TTPs. In 2010, Suzuki et al. [33] proposed a method which
generates dummies with consideration of the actual map
information to keep consistency on dummies’ movement.
Then, Kato et al. [34] and Hara et al. [35] anonymized users’
location with generating and arraying dummies considering
real environment and geographical constraints. However, it
has always been a challenge of generating dummies to be
taken as real. Meanwhile, dummy-based schemes have been
more sophisticated and complicated due to approaches are

remaining constant evolution, resulting in the computation and
communication cost raise rapidly.

C. System Level Solutions

To address mentioned challenges, more practical approaches
have been proposed to fit within smart phones and platforms.
MockDroid [36] can totally prevent applications from access-
ing location data, it can definitely protect users privacy, but
LBS is fully disabled on the other hand. Micinski et al. [37]
implemented CloakDroid, which modifies existing applica-
tions to use truncated location information for users privacy
preserving, but the author ignored the location granularity
requirements of LBS applications. The Caché [38] system
also provides coarsened coordinates to LBS applications,
however, developers are required to access location data in
designated ways, i.e., the approach needs applications mod-
ification. Fawaz and Shin [26] implemented LP-Guardian
and LP-Doctor [39] as per-app basis frameworks for loca-
tion privacy preserving, they achieved protection for each
app independently with maintaining applications functionality,
unfortunately, the former one requires system-level modifica-
tion, while the latter one is inapplicable to applications that
require accurate or constant location access.

D. Functionality Comparison

Different with existing location privacy-preserving solu-
tions, DLP demonstrates unique features as follows.

1) DLP can fully satisfy adversaries and avoid being
questioned in terms of honesty.

2) DLP provides flexible location data usage control for
functional LBS.

3) DLP attains stand-alone and effortless deployment over
smart devices.

4) DLP protects users from various potential threats,
including long-term tracking, jamming, colluding, and
inference attacks.

5) DLP is high-efficient in terms of computation cost and
communication overhead. In detail, the comparison of
DLP and several representative mechanisms is presented
in Table V, which indicates that DLP is more practical
in the real environment.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Our work began with detecting adversaries’ process of
invoking coordinates on Android-powered devices, as well
as proving LBS providers are greedy to users’ location data
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APPLICATIONS ANALYSIS RESULTS

privacy. To prevent illegal invoking and make such proce-
dure controllable, we proposed the location privacy-preserving
scheme and implement the DLPA. DLP presents flexible and
customizable strategies for users’ location data preserving,
while maintaining LBS functional. The evaluation result shows
that DLP can resist various attacks and significantly provide
users’ location data privacy, meanwhile, high LBS quality and
low energy cost are guaranteed.

However, latest applications, which gather background
information and demographic identifiers of users, raise
unprecedented privacy concerns about Persona data. Hence,
in the future, to counter applications profiling, we will focus
on enhancing trajectories generating with considering users
background information.

APPENDIX

See the Table VI.
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